W elcome to the second issue of the C o smic Reality newsletter, sharing the unfolding
Shungite Story: innovative products, news of Shungite Science, & the many miracles of Gaia's
Gift!

See the Field: Kirlian Photography
Reveals the Magic of Shungite at Work

BY MICHAEL HENRY DUNN
(for Cosmic Reality)
We know Shungite purifies water at a distance. Long ago, Czar Peter the Great
knew it, and made sure that every soldier in the Russian army during his war with
the Swedes had a Shungite nugget in his canteen. The poor Swedes did not and
lost the war - and their breakfast - from rampant dysentery, while the victorious
Russians drank pristine Shungite water.
Still, it is one thing to know it - and another thing to see it.
All you need do is a Google image search on "Kirlian" and the name Sofiya Blank
(a renowned Russian scientist and Shungite researcher) and see revelatory images
of the hidden aura surrounding a supernatural mineral!
Welcome to the magical world of Kirlian photography and the Shungite Field.
Kirlian imagery captures the etheric and energetic field surrounding an object or a
living thing. These images validated for the first time the ancient belief that (in
the words of Cosmic Reality partner Walt Silva) "creation proceeds from above" in other words, that the material level is a denser manifestation of the etheric
blueprint.
And so for the first time, we were given actual sight of the Shungite Field - the
connection to the Quantum reality via the unique link of the fullerene molecule
embedded in Shungite somewhere in its trillion mile journey from galactic space.
"See the Field."
It has a cosmic ring to it, that phrase. Sort of like, "If you build it, they will
come," from the popular 1980's movie, "Field of Dreams." Or even better, from a
magical film a decade later, "The Legend of Bagger Vance" - when you truly 'see
the Field,' your life falls into effortless harmony with all that is:
"SEE T HE FIELD - IN HA RMO NY WIT H A LL T HA T IS"
(scene from "T he Legend of Bagger Vance")

War-haunted golfer Randall Juna is guided by his mysterious caddy,
Bagger Vance, to find his lost swing - "that swing which was yours from
the moment you were brought into this world - waiting for you...in the

Field."
See the Field...and find your own magic.
It may seem a bit of a stretch to
compare an exotic molecule from
deep space to the perfection of a
golf swing. But it is becoming
clearer every day that those who
create a Field of Shungite in their
lives find that they are seeing a
surprising harmony emerge.
Perhaps this does indeed come
from the Shungite connection to the Quantum Field - or from the demonstrated
beneficial effect of Shungite upon the mystical pineal gland in the brain. In any
case, this marvelous energy has now become visible to us in the Kirlian images of
the etheric field surrounding the Shungite nuggets - the very nuggets which
attenuate and purify your drinking water, literally disintegrating every impurity.

T RULY PURE, T RULY CLEA N - HO W T O CREA T E SHUNGIT E WA T ER

Three Raw Shungite nuggets can transmute a glass of water or a pitcher of
water instantaneously.
Not only will all toxins be destroyed, the water will become alive with
positive molecular spin.
Your entire household water supply can be charged by taking a 5 inch piece
of duct tape and sticking 3 nuggets end-to-end on the sticky side. Then
wrap this in a spiral so the nuggets touch the pipe of either the cold water
intake to the hot water heater or on the outside pipe where your main water
supply comes into the house.

You can obtain the same effect by using one of the Shungite magnets or
even a Bucky Bandaid. The magnets produce an added field that may (not
proven yet) be even more beneficial. Or you can do it one glass at a time by
simply putting three nuggets into your pitcher, glass, or pet water dish.
Shungite healing baths have been popular since the time of Russia’s Peter
the Great. It may be the antioxidants or it may be the Shungite energized
water which balances the etheric body and promotes health at the 3-D level.

JUST SA Y ' SA VE T HE BEES'
Y O U'LL RECEIVE A FREE ' BUCKY
BA G ' O F SHUNGIT E NUGGET S
T O PURIFY Y O UR WA T ER!
The magic phrase 'sav e the bees' will earn
you a free bag of Shungite magic! Just write
in those words anywhere on your next
order with Cosmic Reality, and we will
include in your order a free 'Bucky Bag' of
Shungite nuggets - ideal for using in your
water bottle...or anywhere else on the
planet!

SHUNGIT E REA LIT Y RA DI O
LIVE !
Tune in Tuesday afternoons at 12 noon ET,
as Nancy Hopkins and Derek Condit share
amazing information about the many
aspects of the shungite phenomenon. Have
questions ready for a free-flow Q&A on our
Chat Line with two of the most expert
authorities in the field. Available on YouTube
if you miss the live show.

"Quantum physics is so much fun. It brings energy to the
forefront of everything and allows for instantaneous
transmutation by Shungite of all types of toxins spinning to the
left (counterclockwise). When confronting Shungite's right hand
spin (clockwise) the molecules essentially self-destruct as they
begin to resonate (vibrate in unison) with the Shungite. This is
true for toxins in water, food, and the EMF/Wifi/RF signals."
-- Nancy L. Hopkins

MUST WA T CH! NA NCY HO PKINS
A DDRESSES GLO BA L A UDIENCE
O N T HE DA NGERS O F 5G!
Cosmic Reality Founder and Shungite
pioneer Nancy L. Hopkins joins Radio 5G cohost Michael Henry Dunn and renowned
investigative journalist Kerry Cassidy in a
Round Table discussion with filmmaker
Sacha Stone and Stop-5G activist Mark
Steele on Project Camelot. See the full
fascinating conversation here.

PRO T ECT ING GA IA JO IN US O N R A D IO 5G LIVE
Shungite offers amazing protection against
harmful 4G W iFi radiation - but not against
the potentially deadly effects of 5G, which
overwhelming evidence proves to be a
threat to to human health and to the
biosphere of our planet. Join Nancy Hopkins
and co-host Michael Henry Dunn on the
newly launched RADIO 5G every
W ednesday at 12 noon ET for the latest on
how to stop this deadly roll-out. Radio 5G is
a joint project of Cosmic Reality and The
Sacred Academy of Geo-Energetics.

SHUNGIT E FA Q 's

UNDERST A ND T HE MA GIC! SEND US Y O UR Q UEST IO NS
(support@cosm icreality.net)
The Cosmic Reality Shungite Store does its best to keep you up to date on all the science, the
products, and testimonials from satisfied customers. As in this week's informative feature on
Shungite W ater, Gaia's Gift newsletter will feature an in-depth exploration of one of the

Frequently Asked Questions in every issue.

Spreading the Shungite Field - Join the Quest and
Track the Growing Grids of Gaia!

Cosmic Reality's own Derek Condit creates a Map of Magic as we trace the
growing Shungite Field and the Restoration of Gaia!
It seemed like pure whimsy at first. Cosmic Reality co-founder Derek Condit had
embarked on an epic journey across the West, servicing industrial beekeepers
with Shungite's astonishing restorative powers. Rolling down the window for
fresh air, he followed a sudden intuitive impulse and flung a small quantity of
Shungite powder out the window, to mingle with the breeze and to sow the
healing connection to the Quantum Field wherever the wind might take it.
So began the Grids of Gaia adventure, and the mapping of the ever-growing
Shungite Field. And you are welcome to join us as we trace the expanding magic
across the face of the earth! For every piece of Shungite - be it nugget or powder
or magnet - you order from Cosmic Reality, we will place its location on a
worldwide map of the Shungite matrix. And we encourage you to share Shungite
with your friends and family across the planet!
Just follow this Google grid and place your marker at your location. You will need
a Google account to add your location, or just email your location to us
at support@cosmicreality.net and we'll place it on the map for you.
Together, we can watch the Field expand!

The Shungite Store
www.cosmicreality.net
email: support@cosmicreality.net
(Gaia's Gift is a copyright of Cosmic Reality
LLC. Content may be reproduced only with
permission of Cosmic Reality)





